Allowing Counter Offer
‐‐When you are setting up a signing one of the options you can check off is “Allow Counter Offer”. What
this does is allow your signer to make a counter offer while signing with the markup tools in the
program. Once they make their counter everyone has to re‐sign there initials next to the markups.
1. You have to have your signing set to Sign‐In Line to be able to select this option.

2. Now go ahead and set the signing up like you normally would.

3. Now the signer first on the list will get there email invite. They can complete the signing by clicking
the signature blocks or they can counter offer it by clicking Counteroffer.

4. The user can now counter the document with the markup options. The user will first see this screen
outlining the process.

5. Once you hit continue you can now place your markup’s on the document. Once you place a text box
for example it will ask for a summary. Then you can type into the box.

5. Once you are done making your markups for the counter offer you can hit Next in the top right hand
corner and then OK to confirm you are done making changes.

6. Now you just need to place the initial blocks for you and any other signer so you can re‐sign the
document with the changes.

7. Go ahead and click the initial blocks and complete your version of the signing. You have successfully
countered the signing.

8. The creator of the signing will always receive the email invite next for them to review the document.
The email will state which signer made changes.

9. Once you are in the signing to review it as the creator it will outline what changes were made by the
summary of the markups added.

10. Once I hit start it will focus me to each change (it will call each change by its summary name). If I am
ok with the changes I can hit “Done”.

11. Once the creator of the signing approves the document, the rest of the signers will receive a copy to
sign. Each signer will have to sign the original signature blocks and initial the markups.
When the signer goes into the document it will first focus them on the markup change when they hit
Start. They need to confirm they see it by hitting “Done” this will not finalize the document.

12. Once they have hit done to confirm they see the markup they can then sign the document as normal
or counter offer it themselves. Or they can even reject the offer.

